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The Services for Nomadic Workers project (SNOW) aims at enabling the widespread
use of multimodal documentation for mobile operations in an industrial environ-
ment. One of the use cases covered by the project is that of a service worker in
the aircraft maintenance domain. In order to get rid of paper-based maintenance
documentation (so-called procedures), the worker should get electronic access to it.
Because of the requirements (hands-free operation) and the working environment
(noisy, changing light conditions, restricted), access to procedures must be multi-
modal. This was a major requirement of the SNOW project besides the design of
an architecture that is as domain-neutral as possible, i.e., the number of parts to
be exchanged when switching to another domain had to be minimized.

The SNOW consortium decided to follow approaches like Nightingale [WAQ04]
and to use the Multimodal Interaction Framework (MMI-F, [W3C03]) as the base
for the SNOW architecture. This specification defines basic building blocks of a
multimodal application, their responsibilities and collaboration partners.

The MMI-F is only influencing architectures with respect to multimodality, it is
not an architecture itself (see [W3C03]). It soon became clear that the MMI-F
is a role model [RG98] that could be used to introduce the multimodality aspect
to existing architectures. Understanding the MMI-F this way makes it easier to
incorporate it into a concrete architecture.

During the mapping of the MMI-F role model onto the SNOW architecture it was
neccessary to map some roles to multiple components. This kind of denormalization
can have several reasons: performance improvements, special requirements and/or
deficiencies in the role model.

In contrast to existing multimodal architectures like QuickSet [CJM+97] or Embassi
[ERMS03], the SNOW architecture is specifically designed to be as domain-neutral
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as possible. This has been achieved by using a staged architecture [Aßm05], which
allows to implement separation of concerns in an architectural sense. In SNOW,
the stages separate domain-specific from domain-neutral components as well as the
device-specific from device-independent components.

The staged architecture in SNOW is formed by the following components: The Doc-
umentation Application represents the domain-specific, device-independent stage,
where the procedures are loaded from a database and transformed into XML docu-
ments in an intermediate language (D3ML, [GHKP06]). This is the only component
that needs to be exchanged when switching to a different domain. Next, the Dialog
Manager implements a domain-neutral, device-independent dialog model by inter-
preting requests for documents (which might be procedures), fetching documents
from the Documentation Application and transforming them with dialog model
specific content into new D3ML documents. Finally, the domain-neutral, device-
independent Adaptation Manager transforms these into device-specific documents.

The SNOW architecture has proven to be quite stable and mature at the end of
the project in 2006. It has been shown that the MMI-F is in fact a role model. As
users of the MMI-F can benefit from this knowledge, the specification should state
this explicitly. Furthermore SNOW shows that a staged architecture is a powerful
architectural style to implement domain-neutral multimodal applications.
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